
37-th All-Ukrainian Mathematical Olympiad 1997

Final Round – Odessa, February 26–27

Grade 8

First Day

1. Which number is greater: 44444

or 5555

?

2. There aren candies on a table. Petrik and Mikola alternately take candies from
the table according to the following rule. Petrik starts by taking one candy; then
Mikola takesi candies, wherei divides 2, then Petrik takesj candies, wherej
divides 3, and so on. The player who takes the last candy wins the game. Which
player has a winning strategy?

3. Consider acute-angled trianglesABC andAPQ, whereP andQ lie on the sideBC.
Prove that the circumcenter of△ABC is closer to lineBC than the circumcenter
of △APQ.

Second Day

4. Two players alternately write the num-
bers 1,2, . . . ,7 in the cells of the figure
on the picture. After the figure is filled
up, the sum of numbers along each line
on the picture is calculated. If three of
these sums are equal, the first player
wins; other-
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wise the second player wins. Which of the players has a winning strategy?

5. Construct the bisector of a given angle using a ruler and a compass, but without
marking any auxilliary points inside the angle.

6. Find all natural numbersn for which 2n −n2 is divisible by 7.

Grade 9

First Day

1. There are four apples on a plate, of weights 600,400,300, and 250 grammes.
Two pupils take an apple each (one by one) and start eating simultaneously. A
pupil can take another apple only after he has eaten the previous apple. It is as-
sumed that they eat equaly fast (measured in grammes per second). How should
the first pupil do in order to eat as large amount as possible?
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2. Solve in real numbers the equation 9x +4x +1 = 6x +3x +2x.

3. The incircle of a triangleABC is tangent to its sidesAB,BC,CA at M,N,K, re-
spectively. A linel through the midpointD of AC is parallel toMN and intersects
the linesBC andBD atT andS, respectively. Prove thatTC = KD = AS.

4. Does there exist a positive integera such that all the numbersa,2a,3a, . . . , 1997a
are perfect powers (i.e. numbers of the formmk, wherem,k ∈ N, k ≥ 2)?

Second Day

5. Find the smallest natural number which can be representedin the form 19m +
97n, wherem,n are positive integers, in at least two different ways.

6. The cells of a rectangular board are colored in the chess manner. Every cell is
filled with an integer. Assume that the sum of numbers in any row and in any
column is even. Prove that the sum of numbers in the black cells is even.

7. TrianglesABC andA1B1C1 are non-congruent, butAC = A1C1 = b, BC = B1C1 =
a, andBH = B1H1, whereBH andB1H1 are the altitudes. Prove the inequality

a ·AB + b ·A1B1 ≤
√

2(a2 + b2).

8. For every natural numbern prove the inequality
√

2+

√

2+

√

2+ · · ·+
√

2+

√

6+

√

6+

√

6+ · · ·+
√

6 < 5,

where there aren twos andn sixs on the left hand side.

Grade 10

First Day

1. Find the maximum value of the function

f (x) =
x

x2 +9
+

1
x2−6x +21

+cos2πx, x > 0.

2. Each side of an equilateral triangle is divided into 1997 equal parts, and each
vertex of the triangle is joined by a segment to each of the division points on the
opposite side. All the intersection points of these segments inside the triangle
are marked. How many marked points are there?

3. A sequence is defined bya1 = a2 = a3 = 1 andan+3 = −an−an+1 for all n ∈ N.
Prove that this sequence is not bounded, i.e. that for everyM ∈ R there is ann
for which |an| > M.
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4. Two regular pentagonsABCDE andAEKPL are placed in space so that∠DAK =
60◦. Prove that the planesACK andBAL are perpendicular.

Second Day

5. Problem 5 for Grade 9.

6. Solve in the real numbers the system

x1 + x2+ · · ·+ x1997 = 1997,
x4

1 + x4
2 + · · ·+ x4

1997 = x3
1 + x3

2+ · · ·+ x3
1997.

7. In a parallelogramABCD, M is the midpoint ofBC andN an arbitrary point on
the sideAD. Let P be the intersection ofMN andAC, andQ the intersection of
AM andBN. Prove that the trianglesBDQ andDMP have equal areas.

8. Let d(n) denote the largest odd divisor of a positive integern. The function

f : N→N is defined byf (2n−1) = 2n and f (2n) = n+
2n

d(n)
for all n∈ N. Find

all natural numbersk such that

f ( f (· · · f (1) · · · ))
︸ ︷︷ ︸

k

= 1997.

Grade 11

First Day

1. LetABCD be a parallelogram withAB = 1. Suppose thatK is a point on the side
AD such thatKD = 1, ∠ABK = 90◦ and∠DBK = 30◦. DetermineAD.

2. Prove that among any four distinct numbers from the interval (0,π/2) there are
two, sayx,y, such that

8cosxcosycos(x− y)+1> 4(cos2 x +cos2 y).

3. In space are given 1997 points. LetM andm be the largest and smallest distance
between two of the given points. Prove thatM/m > 9.

4. The equationax3 + bx2 + cx + d = 0 has three distinct solutions. How many
distinct solutions does the following equation have:

4(ax3 + bx2+ cx + d)(3ax + b)= (3ax2 +2bx + c)2?

Second Day
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5. Find all real solutions to the equation

(

2+
√

3
)x

+1 =

(

2

√

2+
√

3

)x

.

6. Find all functionsf : Q+ → Q+ which satisfy the conditions:

(i) f (x +1) = f (x)+1 for all x ∈ Q+;

(ii) f (x2) = f (x)2 for all x ∈ Q+.

7. Determine the smallest natural numbern such that among anyn integers one can
choose 18 integers whose sum is divisible by 18.

8. On the edgesAB,BC,CD,DA of a parallelepipedABCDA1B1C1D1 pointsK,L,M,N
are selected, respectively. Prove that the circumcenters of the tetrahedra
A1AKN,B1BKL,C1CLM,D1DMN are vertices of a parallelogram.
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